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OPTIMIZE YOUR COOLING

Do you know how your district 
heating is performing? Check 
up on your cooling perfor-
mance and start saving money. 

 
Could you save money on cooling? 
In a typical yearly financial statement staff costs, purchase and 
revenue take focus. But do you know your company’s  
expenses to technical installations? If your company is like 
most it is probably much higher than you think. 

In Denmark no less than 40% of the total energy  
consumption is directy related to building operations. Out of 
this especially heating systems are large energy consumers. 

Non-correct cooling is expensive 

In case your cooling is not working properly you risk an addi-
tional bill from your heating plant. Most heating plants issue 
extra bills if the average cooling per year turns out too bad.

Not cooling down the return water can get expensive - not at 
least when we are talking cooling down thousands of liters. 

Avoid extra bills 

Monitor your water flow temperature in recieved and returned 
water to know excatly how your distric cooling is performing. 
If it does not perform well, don’t worry. We provide alarms to 
help you find and solve the problem so you avoid extra bills. 
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ReMoni OPTIMIZE YOUR COOLING

Save money with HeatMoniSpot 
Monitor your hot water pipes with HeatMoniSpot 
– the wireless clamp-on sensor for temperature 
measurements. This sensor controls the balance of 
the heating water running in and out of the buil-
ding. When the sensor has been installed you will 
notice when a problem occurs thanks to a visibly 
changing data pattern or the AI-based alarms. 

Save money on cooling by monitoring the different 
water temperatures in your pipes. A cost-efficient 
and easy solution.

ReMoni is all about saving resources!

The award-winning Danish company develops, designs and manufacturers innovative 
solutions for resource and energy optimization. With patented clamp-on technology, 
combined with artificial intelligence and algorithms, ReMoni helps companies, building- 
and energy managers save money and resources; in an easy, secure and affordable way. 

You get the absolute maximum  
return on investment from savings 
on district heating in buildings.
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